
 
 

thank you for sharing your story with us! 
 
pumpspotting is a bright light in a world of bathroom stalls and brooms closets. we are a 
community of mamas and mama supporters determined to get women access to everything 
they need to nurse and pump for as long as they’d like. which is why we want to hear from 
you! few things can uplift and inspire us nursing mothers than hearing the stories of those 
nursing alongside us. we cannot publish all of the mama stories we receive; those that follow 
the suggestions below will have the best chance of being selected. 
 
topics: we’re looking for your story about the following topics:  
-breastfeeding or nursing -mom-to-be -first-time mom -seasoned mom 
-exclusively pumping -pumping -supplementing -started in the NICU 
-working  -traveling -military -mom of multiples 
-mama supporter (partner/family/friend) -rainbow mama (previous pregnancy loss) 
-uplift (a general message of support) -pregnant and nursing (simultaneously) 
 
tone: inclusion, optimism, empowerment. mamahood and nursing can be hard. here at 
pumpspotting, we see and empathize with the real struggles of our community. please do 
share your full, honest story AND include advice, learnings, or support. we want our readers to 
feel hopeful, connected, or better-informed after reading a pumpspotting piece. 
 
length: 350-750 words 
 
editing: please submit a polished final piece. we don’t mean that you have to be a 
professional writer to share––quite the opposite, we want a full range of voices––but we do 
not have the capacity for extensive editing of drafts. our editing will be largely limited to: 
grammatical correction, subject focus, and consistency with our values of support and 
inclusion. 
 
include: 

● 50-75 word bio.  
● links to any articles or websites referenced in your submission 
● optional: links to your social feed and/or website 
● optional: a color photo of yourself and/or your child(ren) 

 
did you already write an article and would like to share it on pumpspotting? please 
include a link to the article with your bio and written permission to reprint it on 
pumpspotting.com. 


